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I. Vocabulary (  16 marks )                                                                                                                                                                            
A) Choose the most suitable options from a, b, c and d :  (  4 X 2  = 8 ) 
 

1.Life has changed….....because of the high technology applied in different fields. 

 
 

a.entirely  b.recently c.instantly  d. actually  

 

2. The road in front of my house is………………….because of the tall trees. 

 

a.invisible  b. strong  c.outlandish  d.finite  

 

3.The government decided to……………….more money on nanotechnology. 

 

a.instigate  b. spoil  c.invest  d.remind  

 

4.We always celebrate our wedding………….with dinner in an expensive restaurant. 

 

a.shipping  b.shock  c.megawatt  d. anniversary  
                       

B) Fill in the spaces with  the suitable word(s) from the list :( 4 X 2 = 8) 
 

extinct / hazardous / insurance / currently / reputation  
 

5. The driver wants the…………………company to cover the cost of his damaged 

car. 

 

6. Some kinds of sports such as mountain climbing cause ….. .……………..… 

injuries. 

 

7. The university has managed to attract a lot of students because of its  

excellent…. …………...abroad. 

 

8. Scientists are ……………….. …working on developing a drug that can cure all 

disease. 
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II. Grammar ( 12 marks ) 

A) Choose the correct option from  a, b, c,  and d : (4 X 2 = 8) 
 

9. I………….meet the engineer in charge of the project because he was busy. 

a.couldn't 

 

b.am able to c.can't d.managed to 

 

10. I…………….…wake up early tomorrow since it is a holiday. 

a.had to b.don't have to c.doesn't have to d.didn't have to 

 

11. You………….…..smoke cigarettes in public areas because it is prohibited. 

a.should b.have to c.has to d.mustn't 

 

12 .If people…………….energy, there would be less threat to the environment. 

a.will save b.have saved c.saved d.save 
 

B) Do as shown between brackets : ( 2 X2 = 4) 

 

13. "My parents visited the National Park yesterday." (Report the sentence) 

He / She ……………………………………………………………………………… 

 

14.I didn't attend the party yesterday because I was very busy.  (Use: Wish) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

III. Language Functions ( 16 marks ) 

A)Write what you would say in the following situations : (4 X 4 = 16) 

 15. A friend wants to know how to save some energy at home  . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………..……………

. 

 

16. Your father asks you what you will do if you get lost while camping.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………..…………

…. 

 

71 . . Your teacher says that reading short stories will improve your imagination. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………..…………

…. 

 

81 . your brother spends a long time discussing trivial matters with his classmates.  



 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………..…………

…. 
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IV. Set Book Questions (10 Marks) 
A) Answer TWO of the following questions in meaningful sentences : ( 2  x 4 = 8 ) 

 

 

19. In your opinion, why should we look for alternative sources of energy? 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………..……………. 

 

 

20. How will smart clothes be able to save lives? 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………..……………. 

 

 

21. From your point of view, what qualities may make anyone a good bank manager?  

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………..……………. 

 

 

B) Literature Time: 

Answer  ONE  of the following questions in meaningful sentences : ( 1 X 2 = 2 ) 

 

 

22.  Do you think that children should not accompany the grown-ups? why? 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………..……………. 

 

 

 

23. What should you do before going in an adventurous journey? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………..……………. 
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V. Writing  (   30   Marks) 

     Nowadays more youngsters are increasingly dependent on their cell phone, videos, 

computer games, and social networking website. 

      Plan and write a report of (10 sentences) in which you warn teenagers of the 

adverse effects of such addictions on their health, school work and social 

relationships.   
  

The following guide ideas might be of great help: 

 

 The importance of modern technology 

 The adverse effects of such addiction 

 Suggestions to overcome such adverse effects 

 

*Remember to include an introduction, body and conclusion. 
  

 

An Outline  (3 Marks) 
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Outline Ideas Sp+Str HW+Puc Total 

3 22 3 2 30 

     

 

V. Write Your Topic Here  ( 27 Marks ) 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………................. 

………………………………………………………………………………….................

....………………………………………………………………………………........…..... 

………………………………………………………………………………….................

....…………………………………………………………………………........………..... 

………………………………………………………………………………….................

....………………………………………………………………………….......………...... 

…………………………………………………………………….……………................ 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………................. 

…………………………………………………………………………………................. 

…………………………………………………………………………………................. 

…………………………………………………………………………………................. 

…………………………………………………………………………………................. 

…………………………………………………………………………………................. 

…………………………………………………………………………………................. 

…………………………………………………………………………………................. 

…………………………………………………………………………………................. 

…………………………………………………………………………………................. 



 

…………………………………………………………………………………................. 

…………………………………………………………………………………................. 

…………………………………………………………………………………................. 

…………………………………………………………………………………................. 

…………………………………………………………………………………................. 
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 VI. Reading Comprehension & Summary Making (   26 Marks) 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

 

One of the things that strike people who travel is that homes look so different from 

one place to another. Yet three factors - climate, available building materials, and lifestyle 

usually decide the kind of housing a place will have. 

 People build homes that will protect them from bad weather and let them enjoy 

good weather. In very wet countries like Thailand and Malaysia, homes are often built 

high off the ground to protect them from floods. In countries where the weather is very 

hot as in the deserts of Australia, or very cold as in the Arctic, people sometimes live 

underground away from the outside. In places where the weather is mild, homes often 

have country yards that are open to the sky. This type of homes is common in Spain and 

in parts of Latin America. Some Middle Eastern countries such as Iran, have homes with 

thick walls that keep people warm in winter and cool in summer. 

 Homes are built from materials that are easily available, and sometimes these can 

be useless. In hot dry places such as the South western United States, people often use 

mud to build houses because wood is hard to find. 

 Perhaps ,people’s lifestyles are clearer in their homes than anywhere else. Most of 

us think of a home as a permanent place, but Bedouins of North Africa and the Middle 

East, who travel from one place to another, often live in tents that they carry with them 

wherever they go. 



 

 Homes not only offer shelter, but they are a key to the culture and ways of life of 

people. For this reason, they have always fascinated historians and other scholars. 

Future homes of course will take advantage of future robots to do jobs such as cleaning 

, watering the home gardens and organizing. Some of this technology is happening now. 

Japanese engineers have made great inventions in recent years developing more 

realistic and functional robotics that can recognize human speech and respond to it or 

do specific tasks around the house.     ( 6 ) 
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) 12=  3x  4(  c and d: b, Choose the correct answer from a, )A 
 

25.The main idea of paragraph 2 is: 

a. Different types of weather b. Bedouins homes  

 

c. Weather and homes d. Houses In North Africa 

 

26. The underlined word these in paragraph 3 refers to: 

a. Homes b. Materials 

 

c. People  d. Places 

 

27.The opposite of the underlined word permanent in paragraph 4 is: 

a. temporary b interested 

 

c. fascinated d. different 

 

28. The underlined word developing in paragraph 6 means: 

a. housing b. recognizing 

 

c. organizing d. improving 

 

 

B) Answer the following questions: ( 2 X 4= 8) 

 

29. What are the factors affecting the style of building a house? 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………..……………. 

 

30. Why do Thai people built their houses high off the ground? 



 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………..……………. 
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:    ( 6  Marks)making Summary  C) 

 

 In not less than 4 sentences of your own, summarize paragraph 6  to answer the 

following question:  ( 4 X 1.5  = 6 ) 

How would the future homes benefit from robots? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………..……………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………..……………. 

VII Translation(10 Marks) 
 

translate the  paragraph 3 passagereading comprehension With reference to the   .A

(6 Marks) :following into good Arabic 

 

Homes are built from many materials that are easily available, and sometimes these 

can be useless. In hot dry places such as the South western United States, people often 

use mud to build houses because wood is hard to find. 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………..……………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………..……………. 

 

 

:(4 Marks) good EnglishTranslate the following sentences into  .B 

 
  

   علي: كيف كان الناس يحصلون على ما يريدون قبل وجود النقود؟

 

ر: كان الناس يحصلون على ما يريدون عن طريق المقايضة.بد  



 

 

……………………………………………………………………………..……………. 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 انتهت االسئلة

Good Luck 
 

***************************** 
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